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Abstract 

Indian steel production is bound to grow manifold in years to come and it is important to 

focus on innovative technology and best practices available with regard to various 

processes involved from mining to steel. Hot metal production also involves grinding of 

various materials such as iron ore, coal and additives. 

Raymond Bartlett Snow (Division of Arvos Group) presents technical paper on 

“Raymond® Roller Mill” specialized for additives grinding in pellet plant and “Vertical 

Mill Technologies (Vertical Roller Mill and Ball Race Mill)” specialized for Coal 

grinding in PCI application proven for highest standards on reliablility, efficiency, and 

maintenance friendly features with more than 130 years of experience and >7500 

installations worldwide, defines Industry standards for reliable Grinding Solutions.  

Raymond Bartlett Snow India Operations have indigenized mill component‟s 

manufacturing to a large extent in line with “Make in India initiatives” and are committed to 

provide advanced, reliable and proven grinding solutions in Iron and Steel Sector. 

Introduction 

Raymond Bartlett Snow” (Division of Arvos Group) is the OEM manufacturer and owner 

of the historical Raymond® Mills technologies that is today available in modernized form 

and with innovative features.  

Performance needs experience: 

Brands:  Raymond®   

Bartlett-Snow™ 

“RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW” provides engineering and supply of complete grinding 

systems along with various product lines for various industrial applications including 

steel, power, cement andminerals which is supported by our engineering and field 

advisory services to ensure the highest level of customersatisfaction. 

Raymond® Roller Mill (RRM) specialized for additive grinding in Pellet plants  
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Raymond® Roller Mill has been the industry standard for over a century and more than 

2000 mills have been supplied since the first mill were designed in 1800‟s. 

Principle of operation 

The Roller Mill is an air swept vertical ring-roll with an integral classification system. A 

vertical shaft rotates a “spider” assembly of arms from which are suspended free 

swinging journal assemblies with rolls attached. As the unit turns, centrifugal force drives 

the rolls against the inner vertical surface of the grinding ring. Plows rotating with the 

assembly lift ground material from the mill bottom and direct it between the rolls and the 

grinding ring where it is pulverized. 

Air enters from below the grind ring and flows upward carrying fines to the classifying 

section. 

The classifier allows the sized material to pass to the product collector and returns 

oversized particles to the grinding chamber for further processing. The mill operates 

under negative pressure conditions, minimizing mill maintenance and plant 

housekeeping while maximizing the service life of major mechanical components. 

Typical Flow Diagram of grinding system: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Typical For Low Moisture Typical For High Moisture 
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Design Features   

Journal assembly - forged steel shaft supports 

steel journal housing on carrying rings or roller 

bearings. 

Roll - cast and machined wear resistant steel roll is 

fastened to the tapered lower housing of the journal. 

Drive gears - cut steel bevel and pinion operate in 

an independent housing. 

Base - heavy cast iron mill base is machined to 

provide an airtight fit for the return air housing, gear 

housing and mill bottom. 

Vertical shaft - cold rolled finished steel vertical 

shaft is engineered to support all moving parts. 

Mill bottom - cast iron mill bottom with replaceable 

liners fits into a machined recess in the base. 

Spider - ductile iron or steel plate is keyed to the 

main vertical shaft. 

Plow Support - ductile iron plow support is bolted to the  

spider assembly. 

Independent reducer - steel housing contains high efficiency gearing designed for 

maximum flexibility and extended service life. 

Applications 

For the steel industry, the Raymond® Roller Mill is the best option for a wide variety of 

limestone, bentonite and other additive grinding.  The design is suitable for handling high 

moisture material, sticky in nature, for optimum and efficient grinding with maximum 

productivity. 

Other applications include various clays, such as fire clay, bentonite and kaolin, as well 

as minerals like barytes, gypsum, limestone, phosphate rock, talc and coal, and 

manufactured materials such as hydrated lime, petroleum coke, pigments, phenolic 
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resins or similar materials. From a feed ranging in size from approximately 10-50 mm 

(1/2” to 2”), the roller mill can produce particles ranging from coarse, granular products 

of approximately 10%R2000 micron (90% minus 10 mesh) to as fine as 0.1% R 44 

micron (99.9% minus 325 mesh). 

Raymond® Roller Mill – Standard Mill Sizes And Nominal Capacities 

 

Advantages 

 Self-cleaning is done continuouslydue to its 

vertical grinding surfaces (as shown in the 

picture) which is a suitable design forefficient 

grinding of moist and sticky material. 

 Roller Mill can run with fine feed also due to 

its design having vertical grinding surfaces 

and has flexibility to grind various types / 

sizes of feed which is sometimes a limitation 

with Vertical Roller Mills having horizontal 

grinding bed.  

No complex adjustments required for grinding various types of material andfineness. 

Grinding Roll Bull ring 

 

 

Vertical Grinding 

Surfaces 
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 Roller Mill can be offered with optionsof specific classifier type (as shown in the 

picture) suitable for various process material and fineness required to achieve 

optimum grinding with minimum capex and opex. 

Dynamic - Single or Double 
Whizzer 

 

Dynamic Turbine 

 

   

 No hydraulic system required to provide grinding pressure thus the grinding system 

is simpler as well as economical. 

Key references - Raymond® Roller Mill 

Raymond® Roller Mill technology is considered proven, reliable and economic 

solutionfor various applications and has >2000 fleet worldwide. In countries like USA, 

Brazil etc., Raymond®Roller Mill is the most preferred technology used for grinding of 

various materialsand has been a successful mill type due to its special design features 

described above in this paper. 

Below are some examples of Raymond® Roller Mill installations in steel plants in India 

for ready reference. 

Sl. 
No. 

Customer, Plant RRM Size *Material Capacity 

1 BMM Ispat Ltd., Hospet RRM 6659 Additive 10 t/h 

2 Jindal Steel & Power Ltd., Barbil,Orissa RRM 6659 Additive 10 t/h 

3 Brahmani River Pellets Ltd., Orissa RRM 6058 Additive 9.5 t/h 

4 Essar Steel, Paradeep, Orissa RRM 86614 Additive 30 t/h 

5 JSW Steel, Bellary, Karnataka RRM 6669 Additive 10 t/h 

6 BMM Ispat Ltd., Hospet, Karnataka RRM 6659 Additive 10 t/h 

7 Essar Steel, Vizag, Andhra Pradesh RRM 73612 Additive 30 t/h 

* Additives includegrinding of Limestone, Bentonite, Dolomiteor Coke. 

Note: The above list is non-exhaustive and covers key Indian references alongwith key 

global Coal Mill installations for bigger size blast furnaces. 
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RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW Vertical Roller Mill (VRM) specialized for Coal 

grinding for PCI in Blast furnace 

With over 5,000 units in place worldwide, the Vertical Roller Mill is considered to be the 

finest machine available for pulverizing coal and pet coke in many industries such as 

power, steel, lime and cement. The latest VRM‟s in the series continue to redefine the 

standards of coal grinding and provides a safe, efficient means of uniformly pulverizing 

and drying these fuels. These latest design featuresattribute lower initial cost, enhanced 

operation, assure maximum availability and facilitate ease of maintenance and repair. 

Principle of operation 

The Vertical Roller Mill is an air swept mill with an integral classification system. Above 

the rotating bowl grinding rollers are arranged, which transmit the grinding pressure to the 

feed material by means of hydraulic cylinders or spring loading system. For safety 

reasons, metallic contact between bowl and rollers is avoided by a mechanical journal 

stopper. Depending upon the application, raw material can be fed either through the 

central inlet at the top of the mill or with the inlet at the side of the mill. Centrifugal forces 

of the rotating grinding bowl accelerate the feed material which is then ground by the 

rollers. The resulting dynamic forces are directly transmitted to the foundation via 

planetary gearbox.At the edge of the grinding bowl, the ground material is entrained by 

the conveying hot air, dried and conveyed to the classifier and separated.  

Typical Flow Diagram of grinding system: 
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Design Features   

Externally adjustable classifier - static or dynamic, 

selection of fineness from 70% to 95% through 200 

mesh (75 microns) without stopping the system. 

Rolls - tapered grinding rolls are mounted in individual 

pivoting journal assemblies that are supported 

independently by Pulverizer. 

Base - heavy cast iron mill base is machined to provide 

an airtight fit for the return air housing, gear housing and 

mill bottom. 

Journal loading - spring loading is available for 

maximum simplicity or hydraulic loading for flexibility. 

Gear reducer - independent heavy duty planetary 

reducer with external lubrication designed specifically 

for Vertical Roller Mill application. 

Low pressure drop - mill housing and bowl geometry 

provides minimum pressure drop (nominal 10 in. wg or 

250 mm wg through mill)means fan power savings. 

Efficient rejection of impurities- designed to reject 

inorganic pyritic sulphur, as well as other impurities and 

tramp iron. 

Complies with NFPA- all bowl mills are constructed to comply with NFPA (National Fire 

Protection Association) Code 85. 

Applications 

RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW VRM‟s are specialized solutions for coal grinding and are 

designed with > 100 years of experience in coal grinding for various types of coal across 

the globe. These VRM‟s are operating in diverse applications including power, steel, 

cement kilns, lime kilns, coal gasification plants, taconite kilns, industrial air heaters and 

furnaces. 

 

 

VRM (HP Type) 

VRM (SM Type) 
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RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW VRM is the most reliable and proven solution with the 

design which is simple to erect, operate andmaintain. 

RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW Vertical Roller Mill (HP type) - Standard Mill sizes and 

Nominal capacities 

 

Advantages 

 Three Roller Design:  

RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW VRM‟s of even small capacity is having three rollers 

design provides better utilization of grinding area, even distribution of load on the 

table and comparative less dynamic forces on tabledue to lesser mass of single 

moving part. 

 Rotating Vane Wheel Assembly 

RAYMONDBARTLETT SNOW VRM is having 

rotating vane wheel assembly (i.e. rotating 

nozzle ring) along with the table works as 

primary classifier, better air distribution 

throughout the mill, minimal internal wear and 

avoid coal settlement. 

 Simple Design And Bolted Construction   

RAYMONDBARTLETT SNOW VRM design is simpler which makes it operation and 

maintenance friendly. Bolted construction makes erection simpler and faster.  

 

Rotating vane wheel 
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 Flexibility For Choosing Loading System (Hydraulic Or Spring) 

Depending upon application and requirements, both options either “Spring loading 

system” which is available for maximum simplicity „or‟ “hydraulic loading system” for 

maximum flexibility to vary grinding pressure. 

 

 

 

 

 Flexibility For Choosing Classifier Type (Dynamic Or Static)  

Mill design allows choosing either static or dynamic classifier according to application 

and requirements. 

 

 

Spring loading system 

Hydraulic system and scheme 

Static classifier DynamicCombined  

Classifier 

Dynamic Turbine  

Classifier 
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RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW Vertical Ball Race Mill (BRM) – Alternate Vertical 

Mill technology for Coal grinding for PCI in Blast furnace as well as for HAG 

application in Slag grinding plants 

RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW Vertical Ball Race Mill is a durable design, power efficient, 

cost effectivecharacterized by consistent and reliable performance for greater productivity 

and has more than 250 installed fleet in successful operation. 

Principle of operation 

Crushed raw material is fed through a coal into the centre of the grinding zone. 

Centrifugal force due to rotation of bottom ring makes the material go under the balls 

where it is pulverized to fine powder. Varying the classifier speed controls fineness. 

The hot primary air flow passes up the side of the mill in the throat gap and carries 

pulverized material up to the classifier and returned to the grinding zone for further 

grinding. Fine particles move upward and leave the mill through the outlet chute. 

Design Features   

Typical view of Ball Race Mill: 

 

Applications  

Suitable for coal / pet coke grinding in power plants, cement plant and steel plants for 

capacities ranging from 10 - 40 t/h with fineness from 70 % through 200 mesh to 95 % 

through 200 mesh. 
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Advantages 

 Simple construction and Rugged design, no bearings / lubricants in coal flow path 

for ease of operation and maintenance. 

 Mill can handle high ash abrasive coal. Ash percentage does not decrease the 

throughput.  

 Constant throughput andlonger wear Life 

 Easy to achieve higher fineness in case of pet coke 

 Negligible coal reject 

 Low Vibration and Noise level 

Key References - RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW Vertical Mill Technologies 

Performance needs experience; RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW long and vast 

experience of grinding various types of coal worldwide offers a comprehensive range of 

Vertical Mill technologiesfine-tuned for coal grinding as described aboveand define 

industry standard. 

Below are some examples of RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW Vertical mills installations 

in steel plants for ready reference. 

Sl. 
No. 

Customer  Plant Location. Capacity Mill Type. 
No. of 
Mills 

1 Inland Steel (Mittal Steel) East Chicago, USA 55 t/h Vertical Roller Mill 2 

2 DTE Energy River Rouge, USA 50 t/h Vertical Roller Mill 1 

3 Voest Alpine Donawitz, Austria 46 t/h Vertical Roller Mill 1 

4 JSW Steel Ltd. Torangallu, India 25 t/h 
Vertical Mill 

(Ball Race Mill) 
2 

5 JSW Steel Ltd. Torangallu, India 50 t/h Vertical Roller Mill 3 

6 Jindal Steel & Power Ltd. Raigarh, India 22 t/h 
Vertical Mill 

(Ball Race Mill) 
2 

7 HKM Duisburg Duisburg, Germany 87 t/h Vertical Roller Mill 2 

8 Jindal Steel & Power Ltd. RAIGARH, India 22 t/h 
Vertical Mill 

(Ball Race Mill) 
1 

9 JSW Steel Ltd. Torangallu, India 50 t/h Vertical Roller Mill 1 

10 NMDC Ltd. Nagarnar,  India 65 t/h Vertical Roller Mill 2 

11 Voest Alpine Linz, Austria 50 t/h Vertical Roller Mill 2 

12 Jindal Steel & Power Ltd. Angul, India 75 t/h Vertical Roller Mill 2 

Note: The above list is non-exhaustive and covers key Indian references alongwith key global 
Coal Mill installations for bigger size blast furnaces.  
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RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW - System Delivery Capabilities 

RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW provides design, engineering and supply of complete 

grinding systems including raw material handling, mill feeding, product handling, hot gas 

handling with all mechanical and electrical auxiliaries supported by field advisory 

services for installation and commissioning of the plant to ensure the highest level of 

customer satisfaction. 

RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW - Research and Process Development Center 

RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW, R&D facility at Naperville, USA is used exclusively to 

test and demonstrate the capabilities of Raymond® and Bartlett-Snow™ equipment 

under simulated production conditions. It houses a wide range of full-scale processing 

equipment capable of grinding, classifying or thermal processing of various mineral, 

chemical &food material. 

In addition to tests & analyses, R&D center also develop new products as well as 

modify existing designs to improve the overall efficiency of RAYMOND® and 

BARTLETT SNOWTM products. 

Some key tests / analyses are listed below. 

 Moisture analysis, loss on ignition, Material specific gravity and bulk density 

measurement, Particle size distribution analysis. 

 Microtrac - computer based analyzer using laser scattering technology  

 Ro-Tap Screen Analysis - determines particle size from 1 inch down to 500 mesh (31 

microns). 

 Alpine Air Sieve - vacuum operated single screen analysis. 

 Raymond Grindability & Abrasion test of different materials. 

 Hardgrove Grindability to determine grindability of coal. 

Conclusion 

“RAYMOND BARTLETT SNOW” (DIVISION OF ARVOS GROUP)is a leading partner 

of Steel industry in the field of various grinding technologies and systems. 

- Raymond® Roller Mill Technology for additive grinding system in pellet plants  

- Vertical Mill Technologies for coal grinding system for blast furnace 

- Deliver complete grinding systems including engineering and supply supported by 

field advisoryservices for installation & commissioning 
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- Local manufacturing of Mill components to a large extent  

- R&D center houses full scale grinding, classifying & thermal equipment‟s for testing 

and demonstration of Raymond® and Bartlett-Snow™ equipment under simulated 

production conditions. 

 


